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Introduction
GM Urban Design and Architecture (GMU) have been engaged to prepare a submission on the St Leonards and
Crows Nest 2036 – Draft Plan (henceforth, the Draft Plan) on behalf of H Vakili & J Vakili O/P, the owner of the
properties located at No. 469 - 475 Pacific Highway, Crows Nest.
GMU recognise and applaud the significant effort of the State Government in the preparation of the St Leonards
and Crows Nest 2036 – Draft Plan and Local Character Statement. We understand that the aim is to deliver a welldesigned place capitalising on the area’s existing unique character combined with balanced commercial and
residential development to create a livable community and support job creation within St Leonards and Crows
Nest.
GMU generally supports the Draft Plan’s vision and principles to concentrate height density around the existing
and new stations as well as along the Pacific Highway Corridor, whilst easing the development pressure on the
surrounding lower scale residential/heritage and Willoughby Road area which will help maintaining and further
enhancing the existing character of the Crows Nest village. We also support a balanced use between commercial
and residential to ensure sustainable growth of this major centre with a thriving economy.
This submission discusses a number of issues/concerns GMU have identified within the current Draft Plan package
and the distribution of proposed heights and densities, especially beside the new Metro Station and the ‘Five-Way’
junction (the Southern Gateway into the Precinct). We are concerned that the proposed planning directions could
result in unintended disincentives and unbalanced urban form opportunities to support future growth. This would
be contrary to the original aims of the Draft Plan. These issues, as well as their potential outcomes are discussed
in the later parts of this submission.
GMU is uniquely placed to provide an urban design response in the preparation of this submission. We have
extensive knowledge and understanding of the context as our office was previously located in Crows Nest and
we’ve been involved in numerous projects within the area and the precinct.
GMU was originally engaged by H Vakili & J Vakili O/P to explore the opportunities and redevelopment potential
of the subject site, given the significant infrastructure investment by the Government and how this could contribute
to the growth of the Precinct. Through the study, GMU has identified that there are latent development opportunities
for additional larger amalgamated sites in close proximity to the station and within the 400-800m walking catchment
area in addition to the 4 Significant Sites identified in the Draft Plan. These sites are in unique positions of being
available for higher density development and/or scale transition development to support the transit-oriented node
around the new Metro Station in an orderly manner, whilst reducing the development pressure on lots with limited
development potential.
It is GMU’s opinion that the Draft Plan would be more effective if it were ground-truthed to take into account the
realities of ownership of the existing stock, land fragmentation and location of heritage items in order to provide
appropriate incentives to promote the regeneration and scale transition of the area around the ‘Five-Way’ junction
in a sustainable growth pattern.
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Documents reviewed
In preparing this submission, GMU has reviewed the following documents included in the Draft Plan package:
•

St Leonards and Crows Nest 2036 Draft Plan, dated October 2018

•

St Leonards and Crows Nest Draft Local Character Statement, dated October 2018

•

St Leonards & Crows Nest Station Precinct Preliminary Urban Design Analysis Stage 01, prepared by
SJB in 2017

•

St Leonards & Crows Nest 2036 - Stage 02 Urban Design Study, prepared by SJB

•

St Leonards & Crows Nest 2036 – Heritage Analysis, prepared by Weir Phillips Heritage

•

St Leonards and Crows Nest Draft Green Plan, prepared by AECOM

•

St Leonards and Crows Nest Station Precinct – Social Infrastructure and Open Space Study by Arup

•

Sydney Metro Sites Detailed Urban Design Study (SJB) and Rezoning Proposal (DP&E)
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Review of St Leonards and Crows Nest 2036 –
Draft Plan and Local Character Statement
The Draft Local Character Statement underpins the desired character and key objectives to guide a ‘place-based’
planning approach for the future growth of St Leonards and Crows Nest by 2036. The Draft Plan, in conjunction
with the Local Character Statement and the strategic direction for the area in the Greater Sydney Regional Plan
and the North Sydney District Plan, sets out the overarching development visions and guiding design principles for
the future redevelopment of St Leonards and Crows Nest Precinct. It aims to deliver additional 6,800 dwellings, a
non-residential GFA of approx.110,000 sqm providing 16,500 new jobs (high target) and 8.57 hectares of new
open space by 2036.
The Vision for the future of St Leonards and Crows Nest is to create a ‘vibrant community’ that embraces and
protects its past; a well-designed and accessible place that stimulates a growing and evolving economy and caters
for people of all ages.

Subject site
Five-Way
Junction

Figure 1. Vision (excerpts from the Draft Plan 2036)

The Draft Plan develops a number of guiding principles, objectives and implementation actions, falling within 5
themes. They are Place, Landscape, Built form, Land use and Movement. The key guiding principles for desired
future built form for the area include:
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•

Concentrate taller buildings and higher densities around St Leonards Core, the new Metro Station and
along Pacific Highway.

•

Protect the village atmosphere, and low scale built environment around Willoughby Road in Crows Nest
and ensure that new developments do not impose upon those areas.

•

Provide building setbacks and podiums where possible to create a more human scale feel at street level.

•

Ensure new development models reflect best practice design, picking up the best elements of surrounding
building types.

•

Provide gradual sensitive height transitions from high-rise to low-rise areas and minimise overshadowing
of public open space.

The Draft Plan also recommends amendments to the current planning controls for opportunity lands within the
Focus of Development area (page 26) to facilitate the desired ‘Transit Oriented Development’ around the stations
and scale transition down towards the surrounding lower scale neighbourhoods respecting the area’s
historical/village character (see Figure 3).
GMU agrees in general with the above guiding principles. However, the proposed distribution of heights and
increase in density and non-residential GFA around the ’Five-Way’ activity node and towards the Metro sites is
questioned. We are concerned that the proposed development within these areas may lead to inappropriate or no
development due to a lack of appropriate incentives. Details will be discussed later in this submission.

Overall built form strategy around the ‘Five-Way’ junction
The Draft Plan recommends concentrating the height and density around and between the St Leonards and Crows
Nest Metro Stations with gradual transition down towards the surrounding lower scale areas (see Figure 2 & 3).

Subject site
Five-Way
Junction

Figure 2. Proposed built form strategy (excerpts from the Draft Plan 2036)
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Subject site
Five-Way
Junction

Figure 3. Proposed amendments to LEP Height Map (excerpts from the Draft Plan 2036)

Subject Site
Five-way
junction

Mater Hospital

Figure 4. Potential built form massing (excerpts from Stage 02 Urban Design Study prepared by SJB)
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Mater
Hospital

Five-way
intersection

Metro Station

The Subject Site

Figure 5. Physical 3D model showing the proposed built form with indicative heights recommended for Significant Sites by
DP&E (displayed at one of the community consultation session held at Crows Nest in 2018)

GMU agrees with the Draft Plan and associated reports in that the height concentration should occur around and
between the stations as well as along the Pacific Highway Corridor. However, GMU’s urban design analysis
suggests that the ‘Five-Way’ intersection will play an important role in developing the Crows Nest Centre as the
Southern Gateway with high pedestrian volumes and a cluster of retail activities and facilities. This area is currently
underdeveloped with poor quality retail offerings and development. Given its close proximity to the new Metro
Station, it seems imperative to support the redevelopment of the few large consolidated sites in between the Station
and the intersection as well as consider realistic incentives to encourage the redevelopment of the sites comprising
the frontage to Pacific Highway as shown in Figure 8 to create a more balanced built form outcome that focuses
height (13-14st) towards the future Metro Station whilst transitioning to the lower scale heritage items sitting on the
high point of the topography at the intersection to celebrate the significant status of this historic entryway. This is
also confirmed by the preliminary visual analysis discussed in a later section.
The plan seems overly focused on St Leonards without supporting revitalisation of Crows Nest. As shown in Figure
4 & 5, the proposed built form outcome around the ‘Five-Way’ junction will not assist in enhancing this historic
entryway in the evolving urban character along the Pacific Highway Corridor. On the contrary, the proposed evenly
distributed medium-scale heights (8 storeys) around the junction would dilute the original significance and identity
of this intersection and will create a sharp transition edge of 8st buildings between the Metro Sites at 27-17st and
the heritage item at only 4st (see Figure 6 & 7).
It is not clear if the proposed height of 8 storeys between the new Metro Station towards the southern end of the
precinct area is commercially viable (there is no economic study found within the draft package). Given the ‘finegrain’ context and the narrow width of these lots, this requires the provision of real incentives and uplifts to create
a reasonable balance between the built form and maintaining a minimum visual impact on the adjacent Crows Nest
village.
We are concerned that the proposed density will not create an incentive and will stifle the redevelopment of the
larger sites with real development opportunity. The proposed 8 storeys applicable to the subject site provides no
redevelopment incentive for this area. In addition to the feasibility, we are also concerned that the proposed height
may lead to a wall of unproportional built form along this section of the Pacific Highway Corridor with no variations
in height to create an interesting silhouette or skyline and/or balanced proportions of ‘solid to void’ due to the
narrow size of the lots.
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GMU in general, we believe that there is an opportunity for podium and ‘superblock’ tower forms in close proximity
to the intersection to sympathetically celebrate the junction’s importance as a ‘gateway’ entry in the evolving urban
context of the combined centre of Crows Nest and St Leonards.

Figure 6. Stepped transition - Draft Plan Strategy along Pacific Highway (source-GMU)

Figure 7. GMU’s recommended more gradual transition - to support redevelopment of the sites in between the OSD and the
‘Five-Way’ junction (source-GMU)
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GMU understands that the Department has identified 5 Significant Sites which are consistent with Council’s
approach taken in the St Leonards Crows Nest Planning Study Precincts 2 & 3 adopted in May 2015. The approach
that Council adopted includes:
•

Opportunity sites to provide desired public benefit, i.e. public links, linear park, support of major community
facilities and public open space.

•

Sites suitable for higher density residential development to positively contribute to urban renewal, being
more economically viable to deliver and support commercial/retail activities at the lower levels.

•

Lands less constrained by strata development with an old building age (around or over 20 years).

•

Encourage land owner-initiated planning proposals to seek amendments to the planning controls.

Therefore, the additional available sites identified in GMU’s urban design analysis (see Section 3) as large
landholdings are considered appropriate for higher density development. This will support and reinforce the desired
height spine along the Pacific Highway Corridor. We consider it would be beneficial for the Department also to
include sites that are ready for redevelopment in the Central Precinct and within 400-800m walking catchment of
the stations and therefore suitable within the Focus of Development Area. These sites should also be identified as
‘Significant Sites’ or ‘Key Opportunity Sites’, reinforcing entries and key intersections and providing an appropriate
scale transition between the high-scale towers and low-scale areas. Without flexibility in the height treatment of
such sites, appropriate transition will not occur, eg — the subject site at 8 storeys adjacent to a potential 27-17
storey tower.
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The Subject
Site

Five-Way
Intersection

Figure 8. Draft Plan for St Leonards and Crows Nest (excerpts from Stage 02 Urban Design Report done by SJB)
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Review of Stage 01 & 02 Urban Design Study
The Stage 02 Urban Design Study provides a comprehensive understanding of the constraints and opportunities
for the St Leonards and Crows Nest Precinct Area. The study informs the Draft Plan and recommended changes
to the current planning controls.
Whilst GMU appreciates the comprehensive nature of the study and its objectives, the study does not fully consider
and identify available key sites that are suitable for future redevelopment especially those within the Central
Precinct. It is best practice to seek to locate density within at least 400m if not 800m of new rail stations to support
the infrastructure investment and ensure revitalisation of an area. The study identifies the 400m walking catchment
but limits the development opportunities significantly to the south-east of the station. Whilst the decision to retain
the low scale character of Willoughby Road is supported, it should not limit other sites within the 400m catchment
from redeveloping either for marker sites or as part of the scale transition from the marker towers to the
Heritage/conservation areas. Sites within this walkable catchment that can provide larger site areas suitable for
taller development should be identified as opportunity sites and their final scale should be able to be identified
through a detailed master planning and design excellence process. This will ensure a high-quality outcome and
increased density close to the station whilst also providing a sensitive transition to heritage areas and Willoughby
Road.
The framework currently appears to miss the opportunity to strengthen the linkage between the Future Metro
Station and the ‘Five-Way’ junction.

Subject site
Five-Way
Junction

Figure 9. Stage 01 Opportunities (excerpts from Preliminary Urban Design Analysis Stage 01 by SJB)
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To understand which sites can offer this increased capacity within the 400-800m radius of the new Metro Station,
GMU conducted a sieving analysis to identify the constrained lands, (see Figure 10) including:
•
•
•
•
•

Heritage-listed items and conservation areas
Existing development over 6 storeys
Existing community uses including schools, hospitals, etc
Strata titled residential development with 16+ owners
Strata titled commercial development with 50+ owners

Figure 10. Lands with limited development potential (source: GMU)

The constraints analysis identifies sites that are potentially available for future redevelopment (shown in white in
Figure 10). Further analysis of this mapping shows that the major potential redevelopment opportunities exist close
to Metro Station, the ‘Five-Way’ junction and to the south-west of Pacific Highway. Consideration of existing built
form scale reinforces that the Pacific Highway and ‘Five-Way’ spine can accommodate more height, greater density
and logically would benefit from redevelopment.
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Figure 11 shows the larger sites (due to amalgamation and existing ownership) that are available for redevelopment
within the Metro Station catchment area. Best practice suggests the greatest density be concentrated on sites
within the 400m catchment while providing for a scale transition.

Figure 11. Lands are available for future redevelopment (source: GMU)

Once the ownership data is overlaid with the unconstrained sites, combined with the 400m walkable radius, a
number of sites along Pacific Highway and around the ‘Five-Way’ intersection are identified as opportunity sites
(See Figure 11).
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Considering the larger landholding of these sites, they are capable of achieving significant tower forms whilst
reinforcing the objectives of the strategy. GMU considers that the sites shown in Figure 11 are appropriate as
‘Significant Sites’ and should be subject to further detailed investigation.
Figure 12 shows a strategy GMU considers appropriate to reinforce the village character of Willoughby Road whilst
allowing increased density within 400m of the station and scale transition to heritage/conservation areas.

Figure 12. Higher-density development within the 400m catchment area (source: GMU)
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The height and redevelopment strategy in the SJB’s urban design study seems to seek to limit height around the
‘Five-Way’ intersection due to the lower scale of Willoughby Road. Whilst this might be appropriate at the throat of
Willoughby Road, it is not justified for the remaining sites which have a role in reinforcing the core of Crows Nest
Centre. Limiting the increase in height only to the Metro Sites will not contribute to the reinforcement of the ‘FiveWay’ junction as the Southern Gateway. This intersection was originally celebrated and recognised by its taller and
larger scale built forms on the corners when compared to the traditional low-scale development (i.e. 2-storey
terraces) in the vicinity.
The preliminary view analysis suggests that the prominence of the ‘Five-Way’ intersection is diminishing given the
recent taller development along the highway and close to St Leonards (see Figure 13). The height strategy in the
Draft Plan will further modify the original scale of this intersection by evenly distributing medium-scale heights (8st)
around the junction.
It is GMU’s opinion that greater height should be accommodated in larger sites of close proximity to the future
Metro Station as a backdrop to the low scale heritage building at the ‘Five-Way’ junction to re-establish the
prominence of the junction, and that sufficient incentives should be considered to support the redevelopment of
the small narrow sites comprising the frontage to Pacific Highway (in between the Metro and the ‘Five-Way’
intersection) in response to the changing context created by the proposed State Government initiatives.

Figure 13. Analysis of the existing views towards the 'Five-Way' intersection (source: GMU)
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Draft Plan in relation to the subject site
The subject site is located approximately 85m to the south-east of the new Crows Nest Metro Station and directly
adjoins the “Metro Sites”. The site is one of the few larger lots along the Pacific Highway Corridor in proximity to
the ‘Five Way’ intersection (Southern Gateway).
The subject site should form part of the height transition from the Metro towers to the Heritage item at the ‘Five
Way’ intersection while taking into consideration the “fine grain” character of Willoughby Road area and the
importance of minimising the visual impact on the Crows Nest Village.
Given that the draft strategy is considering height in the order of 27 and 17 storeys for the Metro sites as ‘Transit
Oriented Developments’ and that the Heritage item is about 4 storeys, it is reasonable to assume that this site,
given its size, could accommodate more height along Pacific Highway with human scale street wall height to the
perimeter or to the street-edge.
However, the Draft Plan has only considered a limited potential uplift of 8 storeys for this site, despite its larger
landholding and proximity to the Metro Station. Such an approach will create a major built form emphasis only to
the “Metro sites” without balancing the heights around them, counter to the objectives of the plan.
Moreover, given the narrow width of the subject site and the “fine grain” context of the adjacent sites comprising
the frontage to Pacific Highway as shown in Figure 8, this would require considering a different approach to
create realistic incentives for redevelopment by allowing for the provision of composite plans and elevations as
“superblock envelopes” with reasonable proportions of solid to void ratios as built form separation distances or
gaps between buildings along Pacific Highway while focusing greater heights towards the station to satisfactorily
respond to the future desired character.
The subject site comprises 5 properties, namely; Lot 1, 2 & 3 DP25009, Lot 1 & 2 DP455153, with a total site
area of approx. 790sqm (source Nearmap).
The site directly adjoins the upcoming Metro Station and the Transit Oriented Developments and lies within a
400m walking distance to St Leonards Train Station. The site has 2 street frontages – Pacific Highway and
Clarke Ln with an existing vehicle access from Clarke Ln. The site also lies in close proximity to a number of
community facilities in the area, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Willoughby Road eat street
Schools
Royal North Shore Hospital
TAFE Crows Nest
Mater Hospital
St Leonards Park
Crows Nest Community Centre

Adjacent development
•
•
•
•

Directly to the north-west, the upcoming Metro Station and the transit-oriented developments
proposed at 27-17storeys.
Directly to the south-east, the sites comprising the frontage to Pacific Highway including a series of
small narrow lots with “fine grain” character that are incapable of re-development unless
amalgamated.
Further to the south-east, the ‘Five-Way’ intersection which is the traditional arrival point to Crows
Nest with prominent/heritage built form markers of up to 4 storeys at present.
Directly to the east and the north-east, the ‘fine-grain’ lower scale (2-3st) Crows Nest Village along
Willoughby Road.
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•
•

Directly to the north, a 3-7st commercial building along Clarke St.
Directly to the south across Pacific Highway, fine-grain low-scale (1-2st) commercial developments.

Figure 14 Above: Subject site in the existing context. Below: Site and immediate context (adapted from Nearmap)
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According to Cardno’s Strategic Transport Study, Pacific Highway is “a key primary arterial” to the precinct. It links
directly to Military Road, providing a key access point to the Northern Beaches region (Page 34).” It is also one of
the key routes for public transport and cycling movements.
The height strategy in the Draft Plan, in our opinion, places all the emphasis on St Leonards and the Metro sites
rather than considering the opportunities of the large consolidated sites on the peripheries and along the Pacific
Highway corridor as part of the height transition strategy; hence, this may result in an undesirable skyline with a
void on gap between the 27-17st Transit Oriented Development on the north-west to a row of narrow 8st buildings
all the way to the potential increased heights for the significant site around the 4st Heritage Buildings at the ‘FiveWay’ junction.
Given the ‘fine grain’ context of the sites comprising the frontage to Pacific Highway (as shown in Figure 8) that
restricts their redevelopment without amalgamation, GMU considers that the subject site has an opportunity to
accommodate higher density development as part of the scale transition between the over station development
and the significant sites around the ‘Five Way’ junction.
GMU considers that this site and the adjacent sites to the south-east comprising the frontage to Pacific Highway
should be encouraged to be redeveloped and that in doing so it can satisfy the draft plan objectives. To ensure a
quality solution that achieves transition and amenity, the sites comprising the frontage to Pacific Highway and the
subject site should be considered and nominated as a ‘Significant Site’.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
GMU generally agrees and supports the Draft Plan’s overarching vision and guiding principles. However, it is
recommended that the Draft Plan revisits the opportunities for larger consolidated sites along the Pacific Highway
Corridor within a 400m walking catchment, particularly, those in close proximity to the “Metro Sites” and the ‘Five
Way’ intersection (Southern Gateway).
GMU also recommends that the Draft Plan provides support and realistic incentives for the redevelopment of the
sites fronting Pacific Highway including the subject site to celebrate the historic prominence of the junction and
reinforce the philosophy of Transit Oriented Development by allowing for the following:
•

Focusing height towards the future Metro Station while transitioning to significant sites around the ‘FiveWays’ junction to satisfactorily respond to the future desired character

•

Composite plans and elevations of adjoining sites as “superblock envelopes” to maintain a reasonable
proportion of ‘solid to void’ ratio or gaps between the built form along Pacific Highway

•

Consistent front setbacks of 3m along Pacific Highway to incorporate street level improvements such as
wide footpaths, street trees and active uses for a more vibrant pedestrian atmosphere

GMU recommends the review of the proposed height and density around the new Metro Station, the ‘Five-Way’
junction, and that additional sites including the subject site be nominated as ‘Significant Sites’.
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